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ABSTRACT

Fractureaperture surfaces from two different fractuzes (one crack III. STATISTICS AND GEOSTATISTICS ANALYSES
and one fadlt) arecharacterized and compared using geostatisti-

cal and fractal methods. Slit-island fractal dimensions of 1.3 and The aperture data measured by the dyed fluid technique 3'4
1.4 are very similar, Cutoff patterns (' 'indicator maps") are not for the Stripa and Dixie Valley fractures are displayed on surface
similar: the crack has a radial pattern and the fault has elongated plots and histograms in Figure 1.The Stripa fracture shown is a
patterns in the faulting direction. The cutoff patterns could be 403 by 403 pixel array, while the Dixie Valley fracture is a 369
used to test the significance of these two different patterns for by 369 pixel array. Both have between-pixel spacings of
single fracture fluidflow models, approximately 0.2 lxm, so the Stripa surface is approximately 8 l

mm on a side, and the Dixie Valley surface is around 74 mm on
I. INTRODUCTION a side. The histograms of the two apertures both show sharp

Single fracture measurements are difficult to obtain, but peaks at large apertures, at 160 I.tmfor the Stripa fracture, and at
they are the only means we have to observe and study natural 240 Ixrn for the Dixie Valley fracture. These peaks have beenattributed to experimental artifact in which, for a particular dye,
fracture morphology. The character of the fracture openings there is a maximum aperture above which the method cannot
(apertures) is often one of the primary factors controlling fluid distinguish variation. Representative profiles (row 150) through
flow in the fracture. In particular, the shape, distribution, and
connectivity of contact areas and flow channels can affect the both fractures are shown in Figure 2 and for both of these, theextreme values occur as pan of local topographic highs. We cal-
relative permeability of wetting and non-wetting fluidl_ases in culated the statistics (shown in Figure 1) with and without this
unsaturated systems. In this paper we use three methods of frac- population of largest but unknown apertures. After removing the
tal ar_alysis (the slit-island, the divider, and the variogram) as extreme values, the mean and standard deviation of the Stripa
well as statistical and geostatistical analysis to characterize the
geometry of measured fracture apertures obtained from two dif- fracture are 37 _m and 21 I.un, and those of the Dixie Valley
ferent fractured rock specimens from the field. One of these is a fracuxre are 42 I.tmand 21 gm. The skewness for the Dixie Val-
granitic fracture (crack) of homogeneous lithology and no dis- iey fracture is more positive than for the Slripa fracture, indicat-ing that more elevations fall below the mean for the Dixie Valley
placement; the other is a fracture (fault) obtained from a highly
altered fault zone, containing striations and slickensides. We fracture. The kurtosis for Dixie Valley indicates a more peaked
discuss the fractal and geostatistical analysis of these two frac- distribution than that of the Stripa fracture.

tures in the context of what information is most helpful for mak- The variograms in the row (x) and column (y) directions
ing predictions about fluid flow in single fractures, for the two fractures are displayed on Figure 3. The variable

II. FRACTURE APERTURE DATA plotted on the y-axis is the semi-variance, v, where
1 J - u(h)

Fracture aperture measurements of a faulted rock fracture v(h) = _ _ (z(xi) - z(xi + h))2iwl

from Dixie Valley. Nevada, were obtained by three different
(and non-desu'uctive) fracture measurement techniques. The This summation was made for ali the rows, and the average was
fracture aperture patterns were measured by ptofilometry, ! by computed for each sample distance point (h). The same pro-
fight transmission through translucent silicone casts,2 and by cedure was then repeated for the columns (the y-direction).
light transmission through dyed fluid in epoxy replicas of the These variograms have not been pre-processed to remove trends,
rock) For this paper,we examine Dixie Valley fracture apertures except that sample points with extreme values were net included
measured by the dyed fluid method 3 and compare this aperture in these variogram calculations. The correlation length of the
topography with that of a second fracture obtained from a Stripa two fractures (by visual estimation) is approximately 150 grid
granite4meas_ed by the same technique. We could use the same points (30 Iran) for the Stripa fracture row variogram and 190

" techniques to compare the variability of the three Dixie Valley grid points (20 IJm) for the Dixie Valley fracture row variogram.
data sets measured by different techniques, in order to distin- The visual estimation was obtained by looking at the variogram,
guish inu'insic features from experimental artifacts, and estimating the spacing at which the first sill is reached.
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Figure I. Surface plots and histograms for Stripa (a) and Dixie Valley (b) fractures. Values in parentheses are statistics with the extreme
values removed.
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-_ Figure 2. Profiles taken along row 150 for the Stripa (a) and Dixie Valley (b) fractures. ,
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Figure 3. Variograms(in row andcolumndirections)for Stripa (a) andDixie Valley Co)fTacmres.

IV..'_tACTAL ANALYSES analysis is one.dimensional, in contrast to the slit-island tech-
nique, which is two-dimensional. The slope of the log-log plot

Fractal geometry offers an approach to geometric descrip- of the profile length versus the sampling (ruler or divider) length
tion of irregular geometric patterns.5 The fractal dimension of is used to determine the fractal dimension by ti_ relationship

topographic surfaces measures the rate of change in the total Dp=2-slope, where the pr'ofile length is the total length of the
length of contours or profiles as a function of the rate of change profile calculated along the sampling length (ruler length) inter-
of a measurement interval. The fractal analysis of surfaces can vals. The variogram fTactal dimension is determined by plotting
be approached by at least 7 different measurement methods, 6 the semivariance versus the sampling distance on a log-log plot,
including the divider, variogram, and slit-island methods, and using the relationship Dv=(4-slope)/2. The profile and

A. Divider and Variogram Methods variogram fractal dimensions are not equivalent. Log-log plots
containing both variograms (the increasing function) and profile

Profiles and variograms may be analyzed to determine a lengths (decreasing function) as a function of sampling distance,
fractal dimension of topographic surfaces.7 However, this are shown in Figure 4. For our analyses we determined the frac-
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Figure 4. Profile lengths and variograms in the row direction for Stripa (a) and Dixie Valley (b) fractures.
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TableI. Profile and Variogram Fmc-mtAnalysis dimensions were higher in the column directions. The
variogram slopes for the Dixie Valley fracture were very sensi-
tive to direction.

Name Orient No. P SlopeI V Slope" Dp_ Dv'

Stdpa Rows 200 -0.31 0.32 1.31 1.84 B. Slit-lsland Method
Swipa Rows 100 -0.41 0.38 1.41 1.81
Strips Cols 200 -0.33 0.31 1.33 1.84 The slit-island method was first introduced by Mandelbrot
Strips Cols I00 -0.40 0.27 1.40 1.86 et a].s who used it to determine the fractal dimension of steel

DixVal Rows 150 -0.35 0.35 1.35 1.82 fractures. They filled steel fracture faces with nickel, then pol-
DixVa] Rows 100 -0.38 0.39 1.38 1.80 ished the fracture faces parallel to the fracture plane, so that
DixVa] Cols 150 -0.44 0.21 1.44 1.90 approximately equal amounts of nickel and steel were evident on
Di_Va] Cols I00 ..0.49 0.2,1 1.49 1.88 the polished fracture faces. This created a pauern of islands of

nickel in a sea of steel, which they called "slit-islands." We
applied this technique numerically to topographic surfaces of

1 p slope is the slope of the profile length from H=2 to H=maxH grid data measurements (aperture thickness) by selecting several cut-
spacings (seeFtgure 4). offs, creating surface contours which divide the surface into two

-' V slope is _e slepe of the variogram (see Figure 4) from H=I to kinds of shapes, positive (islands) and negative (water). There is
H=max H grid spacings, a range of sizes of these shapes, and the entire collection of

3Dp and Dv are the fractal dimensions from the profile length and either positive or negative shapes is treated as a population.
Both the perimeter and area are measured for each island, and

viogram slopes,respectively, the measurements are plotted on a log-log plot, with the perime-
ter on the x-axis and the area on the y-axis. If the measurements

ta] dimension over different ranges of sample distances in the fall on a straight line, this implies a self-similarity to the scaling
row (x) and column (y) directions, shown in Table 1. The fracta] of the population, and the slope can be used to determine the
dimension fop the profiles sampled up to 200 grid points separa- fractal dimension D where D=-2/slope. The pattern of the con-
don in the row direction were 1.3 and 1.4 for the St:ipa and tours becomes more eroded and permeable with higher fracta]
Dixie Valley fractures, respectively. If a shorter sampling dis- dimension, so that the area grows more slowly than the perime-
tance was analyzed, the Stripa fractal dimension was 1.4 and the ter.
Dixie Valley fractal dimension was also 1.4. The Stripa profile
fractal dimensions were the same in the column and row direc- The log-log plots of the cutoffs of the two fractures ali fell

lions, ii tae same sampling distance was chosen. The Dixie Va]- on straight lines with least squares correlation coefficients of
ley profile fractal dimensions were higher in the column direc- greater than 0.9. Figure 5 shows the perimeter versus area plots
lion. The slopes of the Stripa fracture were less sensitive to the for the 50 I.tm cutoffs. Three cutoffs for each fracture are
direction of the profiles than those of the Dixie Valley fracture, displayed in Figure 6, where the white areas represent apertur__

openings larger than the cutoffs, and the dark areas apertures
The variogram fractal dimensions averaged 1.8 for both the smaller than the cutoffs. (These cutoffs are referred to as "indi-

Stripa and Dixie Valley fractures. The Dixie Valley fracta] cator maps" in the geostatistics literature. 9) The result of the
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Figure 5. Slit-island analysis for Stripa (a) and Dixie Valley (b) fractures for the 50 micron cutoff.



Slripa Fracture: > 50 micronx white Dixie Valley Fracture: > 50 microns white

Stripa Fracture: > 37 mitr.ns white DL_ie Valley Fracture: > 40 micrtm.s white

Stripa Fracture: > 27 micr(_n._ _'hite Dixie Valley Fracture: > 30 micr.n.,_ white

Figure 6. Cutoffs (indicatoT maps) for S_ipa and Dixie Valley fracr,.es.



Table 2. Slit Island Analyses

Name Cutoff _ No. Is.: Area %3 Total PerimeteP Slope5 DS 6

Stripa 27. 536 36 25890 1.52 1.31
Stripa 37. 791 55 27790 1.54 1.30 ':
Stripa 50. 919 72 26470 1.51 1.33
Stripa (37.) (653) (45) (27790) (1.49) (1.34)

Dix Val 30. 383 28 29970 1.44 1.39
Dix Val 40. 698 53 33280 1.43 1.40
Dix Val 50. 897 '71 26040 1.47 1.36
Dix Va/ (40.) (598) (47) (33280) (1.44) (1.39)

t Cutoff is in micrometers.

2 No. Is. are islands greater than cutoffs (except for those in parentheses).

3 Percent area is area with apertures greater than cutoff.

Total perimeter is in grid units (grid spacing approximately .2 micrometers).

5 Slope is from log-log area versus perimeter plots (e.g. Figure 5).

6 Ds is the fractal dimension from the slit-island slope.

Cutoffs in parentheses are for the inverses analysis (i.e. islands are aperutres less
than the cutoff).

fractal analysis for each cutoff is shown in Table 2. The fractal the need to correct for self-a.ffir_ scaling. However, ali three
dimension of the Stripa fracture is around 1.3, while that of the fractal analyses show that the fractal dimensions of the two frac.
Dixie Valley fracture is around 1.4, with ranges of only 0.04 for tures are very similar to each other, with a slightly higher fractal
the different cutoffs. Different cutoffs gave consistently similar dimension for the Dixie Valley fracture. The total perimeter of
fractal dimensions, and when inverted analyses were done, using the Dixie Valley fracture for the intermediate cutoff is also
the areas of the "water" instead of the "islands," the same frac- higher, indicating that the total boundary contact between the
tal dimensions were obtained. (These appear in Table 2 in fluid and the rock is higher for the Dixie Valley fracture. This
parentheses). The number of islands, the percent area of the might imply more resistance to fluid flow along the contacts,
islands, and the total perimeter are shown for each cutoff in

B. Use of Fracture Aperture Data for ModelingTable 2. The maximum perimeter occurs at the cutoff closest to

the median cutoff. The maximum perimeter for the Dixie Valley Both the fractal analyses and the statistics of the two frac-
fracture is greater than that of the Stripa fracture, tures show that they have similar means, standard deviations,

and fracud dimensions. The variograms show that there is evi-
V. DISCUSSION dent anisotropy in the Dixie Valley fracture. However, the cutoff

patterns for the two fractures look very different (Figure 6). The
A. Comparison of Fractal Measurement Techniques Stripa fracture shows a somewhat radial pattern of shapes, while

the Dixie Valley fracture shows shapes which are extended in the
There are potential problems with ali fractal measurement sliding direction. These two very different patterns might have

techniques 6 including the slit-island technique. Different tech- very different consequences for fluid flow. We could test the
niques do not always give the same fractal dimension, and there hypothesis that these pat'terns have significantly different effects
may even be variability within a single technique, depending on on fluid[low by both numerical and Dhysical experiments.
how it is applied to the data. The slit-island and profile fractal

analyses were very close for the two fractures. However, the The concept of a cutoff pattern can be applied to aperture
variogram fractal analyses were different. The review of fractal distributions to determine the possibility of different phase occu-
measurement techniques 6 indicated that the variogram fractal pancy,2"t°Starting with adiscretized ¢lescription of fracture aper-
dimensions seem to be consistently higher than those of other tute, the lowest cutoff can be chosen to represent an expected
techniques. Our use of the variogram formula to out data contact area. Then a "local parallel-plate approximation" can be
confirmed this earlier observation. There is more variability in made to determlt_ the phase occupancy of different fracture
the one.dimensional profile and variogram methods, depending aperture segments, and to calculate their permeability, At some .
on the length of the sample spacing, and depending on direction, given capillary suction pressure Pc, ali fracture segments with
than is seen for the slit-island method for different cutoffs. The apertures less than some critical cutoff z<zc (but greater than the
variability in the two directions indicates some anisotropy, and solid phase cutoff) are assumed Io allow occupation by water



(wetting phase), while ali apertures greater than the critical cut- models (both computer and laboratory) for faulted verbs radial
off z>zc are assumed to be accessible to air (non-wetting phase), patterns. If variability in the geometry of these otherwise similar
The corresponding wetting phase saturation can be calculated by fracture pammas does not result in a very different fluid flow
directly summing over the fracture segments with z<z,: and regime, then a stochastic model such as Figure 8, or even a
dividing by the total fracture void volume. After phase occu- simpler model might be adequate.
pancy for a given capillary suction has been determined, effec-

, rive permeability to wetting and non-wetting phases can be cal- VI. CONCLUSIONS
culated by applying a suitable pressure drop across the fracture,
and simulating steady single-phase flow in the network of occu- 1. The fractal dimensions, means, and standard deviations for
pied fracture segments, zt° the Stripa and Dixie Valley apertures, measured with the

dyed fluid technique were very similar. The slit-island and
A coarse average of a region of one of the fracture aperture profile fractal dimensions were practically identical, while

distributions for the Dixie Valley rock specimen was previously the variogram fractal dimension was much higher. High
analyzed for relative permeability by the method just described, z variograrn fractal dimensions were also observed in a
The analysis suggested that in small fractures with numerous literature review of fractal surface measuremem tech-
asperity contacts contiguous liquid flow paths exist even at small niques. 6
values of liquid saturation with strong capillary suction condi-
tions. The cutoff patterns we display in Figure 6 show the varia- 2. The cutoff patterns were distinctly different, and were not
tion in pattgrn with different cutoffs. For a single phase fluid, similar to typical stochastic patteams such as Figure 8. The
one could visually estimate the continuity of the fluid phase for Stripa cutoff patterns showed a radial pattern, while the
different cutoffs, where the cutoffs could represent the degree of Dixie Valley cutoff patterns showed patlerns elongated i_
fracture opening. At some maximum opening the parallel plate the sliding direction.
model for fracture permeability might be adequate, while at
some tighter average aperture, the pattern of the openings would 3. The cutoff patterns (or "indicator maps' ') could be used in

flow models"A° to determine if the pattern would make a
become important, difference in the fluid flow characteristics. These predic-

tions could then be tested by comparing flow visualization
Cutoff patterns for 3 phases for the two fractures are shown laboratory experiments in the two different fracture repli-

in Figure 7. Here, the darkest region is the solid rock phase, the cas.3
grey area is water (small apertures), and the white areas are air
(large apertures). For this set of cutoffs, it appears that the water 4. The slit-island fractal analysis Indicates a higher fractal
and air phases together are continuous for the Dixie Valley frac- dimension and a higher total perimeter for the Dixie Valley
ture. However, the pattern in the Stripa fracture has a radial pat- fracture. In ttm absence of information about anisota'opy or
tern, and seems to visually offer more resistance to fluid flow in connectedness, the higher fractal dimension might ,_ndicate
the north-south direction and possibly less resistance in the east. greater resistance to li_)w. However, visual inspection of
west direction. These types of patterns could be used to test the cutoff patterns suggests that the anisotropy of the Dixie

Figure 7. Cutoffs (indicator maps) showing areas of 3 phases for Stripa (a) and Dixie Valley (b) li'actures. Black area is rock phase (con..
tact area); grey area is liquid phase; white area is air phase.
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